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According to the practical needs of macro-economy and CPA industry’s inner 
development, the trend of economic globalization, the upgrading of industrial 
structure and the frequent merger and acquisition all bring opportunities and 
challenges to China CPA industry’s development. As  Chinese CPA industry leaders, 
local big and middle-sized accounting firms should enhance theirs international 
strength and core competence by Strategic transformation under the International 
Accounting Perspective. 
This article reviews and summarizes China CPA industry’s development history; 
trys to find out the industry’s future direction by learning from history. We compare 
the industrial environment and status quo of CPA industry at home and abroad, 
setting big four as examples, explore the future direction for local big and 
middle-sized accounting firms. We draw conclusion as follows: 
From the view of environment, China CPA industry has no complete legal, 
supervision and honest system, meanwhile stock market and clients are far from 
mature, which urge government to establish an honest system of the entire society, 
prefect legal and supervision system. 
From the view of strategy, local big accounting firms’ “Size expanding First, 
Strengthening Second” strategy has bring a lot of defects, such as faulty governance 
mechanism, unshared internal sources, uncomplete quality control system. Therefore, 
they need to improve internal governance structure comprehensively, and accelerate 
the establishment of a management system which is efficient, decision-making 
useful, powerful-supervision, strong-accountability and risk-controlled.  
From the view of capability, local big accounting firms are faced with 
increasingly problems, such as lack of high-quality customer resources, business 
capabilities is not high enough, charging ability remain at a low level and unable to 
retain talents. Therefore, local firms need to enhance staff capability construction, 
have a specific business expanding plan, have a rich talent team, and increase 













From the view of internal management, local big and middle-sized accounting 
firms has no perfect training system, office support, and also pay little attention to 
big data accumulation and advanced information tools. Local firms need to reform 
the present system to retain talents, need to set a professional office support to 
improve the efficiency, need to adapt to the new economic situation by nurturing IT 
audit group, need to attach more importance to big data accumulation to create 
different audit standardization for different industry, and also need to promote audit 
tools’ informative construction. 
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